
SOCA Synopsis 
SFU SOCA was founded in 1994 as the Black Students Association and has gone through several 

name changes including: The Association of Students of African Descent (ASAD), African 

Caribbean Heritage Students Association (ACHSA) and now SOCA. Though having a variety of 

names over the years, the organization has always had the same vision - that is, to expose the 

campus community to issues significant to the African and Caribbean Diasporic communities by 

initiating and maintaining fellowship between the black community and its allies at SFU. We do 

this through hosting conversations and discussions on political, economic and social issues 

affecting the African and Caribbean Diaspora and providing a space for this dialogue through 

our Black Community Services Centre. 

  
SOCA also holds various events including Symposiums, Panel Discussions, Cultural Nights, 

Evenings of Excellence, Galas, Pub Nights, Afro-Caribbean Parades and Festivals as well as 

participates in performances and cultural events on and off campus. These events are hosted 

with the aim of sharing and raising awareness of the diverse cultures within the diaspora, and 

providing a context for students to understand the issues significant to people of African and 

Caribbean descent, at SFU, Canada and the world at large. In addition, SOCA works to raise 

awareness surrounding the importance of having conversations to deconstruct issues of race in 

academia and the representation of black professors in faculty and for African and African 

Diasporic narratives to be in course offerings. SOCA emphasizes the desperate need for 

Afrocentric education curricula that seek to dispel myths and stereotypes, and gives the true 

historical account on issues related to people of African descent in Canada and also that 

critically examines issues of race and removing systemic barriers to people of African descent in 

academia and society at large. 

 

 

Our Black Community Services Centre- a safe space for the black community- has enabled us to                

attain our vision, as it has provided a space where our community can meet to share our stories                  

and engage with each other. Moreover, in this space, we strategize and fight for the issues which                 

affect our community; we meet to make persons aware of the rich history of a people who                 

continue to be oppressed as well as share positive prospects for the future through having               

dialogue, and providing a space for members to meet and belong. It has not only been                

efficacious in building community but also has the practical benefit of providing a physical place               

where we can collect, store and archive resources concerning Black History at SFU and the               

larger Canadian context - practical example of this is our library where students can borrow               

books to learn from a myriad of African, Caribbean, African-Canadian, African American and             

other African Diasporic writers. As such, SOCA seeks to highlight challenges we are currently              

facing at SFU regarding retaining a space for black students to belong on campus. It is very                 

important that institutions support initiatives that address anti-black racism so that they are not              

complicit in the systematic racism occurring in the wider society. 

 

 

 



SOCA's Current Situation: 
SOCA received an eviction notice from the SFSS to vacate our current space by December 14,                

2018 at 12:30. As such, SOCA had been trying to work with the SFSS to make the SUB a new                    

home. However, even though the SFSS consulted with SOCA and other rotunda groups in              

2013/2014 and assured the groups that they won’t be displaced in the process of building the                

new SUB, the SFSS has insisted on reneging on this decision and instead has proposed the idea                 

of a timeshare or hot desk model where no club, student union or equity seeking group is                 

allocated dedicated space -not even the student groups which are the only element of SFU's               

institutional structure which addresses key social justice issues. 

  
The initial meeting with the CEO of the SFSS, Martin Wyant, got off to a rocky start. He was not                    

negotiating in good faith and tried to dismiss the conversation by affirming that SOCA did not                

need dedicated space and even threatened that “conversations [would be] shut down if we see               

stuff in the Peak tomorrow". He was not empathetic to the specific needs of black students at                 

SFU. Afterwards, we reached out to the Board of Directors and proposed an alternative where               

one suite (containing three offices and a lounge) in the new SUB would house three earmarked                

groups who would share an Equity and Inclusion Lounge. In addition, the remaining suites              

would be allocated among groups such as SFPIRG, FNSA and CJSF. However, this proposal was               

rejected. The SFSS then communicated that there would be no permanent allocations in the              

SUB, which ignored the fact that we have been in dialogue about a proposal. As such we went for                   

clarification with the President. 

  
In this clarification meeting, SOCA made a pointed reference to the tumultuous atmosphere of              

the first meeting that was held with the CEO of the SFS and that since then he has not been                    

acting in good faith and is hurting the relationship between the SFSS and various equity seeking                

groups. In response, SOCA was told that "The CEO has a direct approach". This response reflects                

a larger systematic problem where the CEO has a disproportionate amount of control over              

important decisions that affect marginalized students, especially in that he is not required to              

consult with these students ahead of time. Also in this meeting, one of our members, a white                 

female, was questioned as to whether she was a member of SOCA. She replied that "SOCA lets                 

white people in as well", which the President took offence to, thinking that he was being “called                 

out” on racism when, in fact, it was merely a misunderstanding. This resulted in a conversation                

about systematic racism and how those in power can unintentionally be discriminatory in their              

actions and decisions. The conversation then came to a halt and we asked the President to clarify                 

via email what he was stating in person - that there had been no decision made regarding                 

permanent space allocations. 

  
After this clarification meeting, the SFSS instead followed up by sending an email which              

condemned SOCA and stated that they 'don’t support hateful, racist or otherwise demeaning             

speech' and that 'verbal harassment is not tolerated'- clearly using this situation to deflect from               

the issue. They subsequently called off the next meeting to discuss our proposal. 



In response, SOCA stated “let’s not think of how SOCA or SFSS as institutions feel attacked for                 

being perceived as complicit in institutional racism, but to see how we support people who are                

uncomfortable, and how to de-escalate and address these types of situations; to acknowledge the              

power differentials". The SFSS then doubled down stating that “this is a minimization and              

misappropriation of what occurred” and proceeded to shut down meetings. 

  
These interactions and the actions of the SFSS evicting a black student group that has been                

operating in the TC317 The Black Community Services Centre in the Rotunda for 24 years is a                 

textbook example of institutionalized racism against communities of colour where new           

developments render the most marginalized groups homeless. 


